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Stamp information
THE WORLD OF THE BAKONY DINOSAURS

Magyar Posta is issuing a miniature sheet about the world of dinosaurs, once the rulers of the
Earth’s biosphere. 50,000 copies of the standard edition of the issue, which was designed by
the graphic artist Tibor Zoltán Petényi, and 2,000 copies of the numbered black print were
produced by ANY Security Printing Company. The new issue will go on sale on 3 September
2018 and be available in first da y post offices and at Filaposta in Hungary from the date of
issue, but may also be ordered from Magyar Posta’s online store.

BAKONY DINOSAURS

Let’s set off on a journey in time! This miniature sheet takes us back 85 million years in the history of the Earth
right to the Late Cretaceous epoch. In these prehistoric times our planet looked entirely different. The continents
had different shapes, the climate w as not the same, and the plants and animals inhabiting the land and the seas
w ere most unlike today’s flora and fauna. People did not live yet, so no draw ing or photograph could be made of
these creatures and everything that w e know about these animals is based on the scientific study of fossils found
in rocks.

Issued on:
3 September 2018

Every geological period has its characteristic organisms. In the epoch visited w ith the stamps, dinosaurs and their
close relatives w ere the dominant animals. The w ord dinosaur means fearfully great or terrible lizard or reptile.
When in the middle of the 19th century scientists started using this name, they knew f ar less than w e do today as
this expression is not entirely accurate. Some of these beings w ere in fact giant animals w ith a frightening
appearance, w hich caught the imagination of many people, but most of them w ere the size of a human or
smaller, so not all w ere terrible. Not to mention the fact that dinosaurs are only distant relations of today ’s lizards.
They are much closer to today’s birds, w hich their similar habits of making a nest among other things suggest.
The miniature sheet presents a few of the dinosaurs and ancient reptiles together w ith their habitat w hose fossils
have been found in the Bakony hills in Hungary. The top row of the miniature sheet of six different stamps
consists of the quadrupedal herbivorous Ajkaceratops kozmai, the small, at most turkey-sized, probably packhunting Pneumatoraptor fodori, and the dragon of the Bakony, the omnivorous flying reptile w ith a w ingspan of
about 3.5 to 4 metres named Bakonydraco galaczi. In the bottom row , the 4 to 4.5 metre long, quadrupedal
herbivorous armoured dinosaur Hungarosaurus tormai, the at most 1 metre long short-nosed Iharkutosuchus
makadii, w hich taxonomically can be placed among modern crocodiles, and the aquatic apex predator at the
time, a mosasaurus that adapted to a freshw ater environment, Pannoniasaurus inexpectatus, can be seen. The
special postmark show s the beak of the 1.5 metre long, herbivorous Ajkaceratops kozmai w ith a small horn and
characteristic parrot-like bill.
Now look up from the miniature sheet and return to the present. Dinosaurs ruled the Earth for 175 million years
before all their species w ent extinct, except for birds, 66 million years ago. Betw een their disappearance and the
appearance of man, over three hundred times as much time passed than betw een the appearance of man and
the present day. Apart from scientific w orks, they are the subject of many books, films and games, and they
continue to be as popular as ever.
Source: Dr. Attila Ősi, László Makádi, Gábor Botfalvai and Emese Réka Bodor: A bakonyi dinoszauruszok csodálatos világa, Budapest 2015

Order code:
2018310040011 (miniature
sheet)
2018310060012 (miniature
sheet FDC)
4104940 (black print)

Face value/selling price:
Miniature sheet: 6 × HUF 120
(total f ace v alue: HUF 720)
On the date of issue, HUF 120
pay s the postage of a domestic
non-priority postcard or
standard letter up to 30 g.
Black print: HUF 915
(The black print cannot be
used to pay for postage.)
Printing technique:
Miniature sheet: 4-colour of f set
Black print: 2-colour of f set
Number of copies:
50,000 miniature sheets
2,000 black print
Perforated size of stamps:
40 mm x 30 mm
Perforated size of miniature
sheet:
150 mm x 88 mm
Paper type:
White, wood-f ree, surf acetreated, gummed stamp paper
with optical whitener
Printed by
ANY Biztonsági Ny omda Ny rt.
Designed by
Tibor Zoltán Petény i
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